
The thesis of this paper is that somatic
(and probably also genetic) risks from
whole body external exposures to rela-

tively low levels of ionizing radiation, or
from internal exposures as a consequence of
living in a radioactively contaminated envi-
ronment, are significantly greater than cur-
rent national and international radiation pro-
tection standards have assumed. Official
commissions that have based these standards
on scientific evidence have omitted much
information that is inconsistent with some of
their fundamental assumptions.
Consequently, continued radioactive releases
into the biosphere from military and civilian
nuclear technologies, as well as improvident
exposures of populations to medical x-rays
contribute significantly to threats to human

health and well being around the globe.
The discovery that ionizing radiation

induces mutations in the nuclei of cells that
can, in turn and in a multi-step process, result
in cancers, has led to the expectation that can-
cers and chromosomal aberrations would be
the dominant long term somatic or genetic
effects of exposures. This expectation has
been reflected in the predominant objective
of government-sponsored radiation epidemi-
ology research: to study an association
between dose and cancer mortality or, in a
few studies, cancer incidence.

The prevailing notions about radiation
health effects in general -- and about cancer
risk estimates in particular -- have been
derived primarily from extrapolations of
high-dose exposures in followup studies of a
cohort of about 90,000 A-bomb survivors.
These studies yield virtually no information
about health effects from radioisotopes
lodged in the body, which appear to be a
major pathway for exposures of large popu-
lations living in a radioactively contaminated
environment. A number of epidemiological
studies among populations that had been
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Published evidence about health consequences of external and internal exposure to
radioactivity supports the argument that somatic (and probably also genetic) radi-
ogenic risks are considerably greater than current national and international radiation
commissions have assumed. This is particularly true for the human fetus, for young
children, and for old people. These conclusions rest on interpreting relevant epidemi-
ological studies, as well as on documented concentrations of disease in various parts
of the world that were affected by radioactive fallout. Medical services must be pro-
vided to populations that were exposed to radioactive fallout. Biomedical researchers
should investigate the relationship between internally deposited radioisotopes and a
variety of health problems observed among these populations. [M&GS 1995:198-213] 

           



exposed to low mean external doses (below
50 cGy) suggest significant discrepancies
with officially accepted risk values for this
dose range. The latter have been based pri-
marily on extrapolations from analyses of the
A-bomb survivors. Authoritative reports and
journal reviews of the mainstream "state of
knowledge" have often glossed over such dis-
crepancies and gaps.

For a detailed review of inconsistencies,
open questions, and omissions contained in
prestigious publications that survey "well
established" radiogenic health effects, the
authors refer the reader to their more techni-
cal publication, where additional documenta-
tion can be found [1]. The present paper sum-
marizes the authors' previous conclusions,
builds on them, and adds new items of infor-
mation with particular relevance for public
health concerns.

Part 1: Radiogenic Cancers from
External Exposures

High Dose Effects and
Extrapolations from the A-Bomb
Survivor Study

Based on a firm belief that extrapola-
tions from the A-bomb survivor studies
should be universally applicable, cancer risks
had been expected to be negligible for occu-
pational exposures, mostly well below inter-
nationally accepted standards of "allowable"
doses [1,2]. On the basis of their inconsisten-
cy with the Japanese data, the few findings of
significant positive associations of excess
cancer mortality with dose among nuclear
workers have more often than not been dis-
missed, either by the authors of such studies
themselves [3] or by most of their colleagues.
Positive findings have customarily been
ascribed to unknown confounding factors or
to statistical flukes (see below). For these rea-
sons, findings of higher than previously
accepted risk estimates have been ignored in
recent revisions of radiation protection stan-
dards [2,4]. 

Can the A-Bomb Study Serve as a
Universal Standard?

Detailed mortality data for the first five
years after the atomic bombing have never
been published by the Radiation Effects
Research Foundation (RERF) in Hiroshima.
Stewart and Kneale, however, presented evi-
dence from RERF's post-1950 non-cancer mor-
tality data for persistent distance-dependent
(i.e., dose-related) selection for exceptional
health among persons who had survived not
only the immediate physical and social devas-
tation of their cities, but also subsequent
typhoons and other climatic hard ships during

the early period following August 1945 [5]. In
the absence of radiation effects, the expected
mortality for all causes for the survivor popu-
lation (i.e., the baseline mortality, corrected for
age, sex, and socio-economic factors) had
always been assumed to be "flat" (constant)
with distance from the epicenter.
Alternatively, a distance-dependent selection
would manifest itself in a decreasing baseline
mortality for all causes with increasing dose
(i.e., with decreasing distance from the epicen-
ter, a "healthy survivor effect").

Stewart et al [5] suggested further that
such a decreasing trend in baseline mortality
in the low to medium-dose range was partial-
ly compensated by a rapidly increasing risk
for bone marrow damage at medium to high
doses, resulting in permanent immune defi-
ciency. The latter effect would manifest itself
by heightened susceptibility for death by
infections, preempting full development of
long-latency cancers. The combination of a
negative association of baseline mortality with
dose at the lower doses, followed by a rapidly
increasing competing cause of death at high
doses, would show up as a reduced associa-
tion of cancer mortality with dose, leading to
an underestimated risk for radiogenic cancers
for A bomb flash exposures [5].

Moreover, Stewart and Kneale found that
young children under age 15 years, including
those exposed in utero, as well as survivors
over age 50 years at the time of the bombing,
had lower average doses than the intermedi-
ate age groups. Combining their former
hypotheses of selection and immune damage
[5] with recently released data on four types of
acute injuries among A-bomb survivors,
Stewart and Kneale were able to present a con-
sistent explanation for the disparities of their
own findings of higher susceptibility for radi-
ation injury both among the very young [6,7]
and the old [8,9] compared to those derived
from the survivor study. 

Trend in Low-Dose Cancer
Mortalities Consistent with Stewart's
Selection Hypothesis

Stewart's hypotheses of selection and
immune damage would predict that cancer
mortalities among the lowest-dose subco-
horts of A-bomb survivors, who at the time of
the blast were located a few kilometers from
the epicenter, would have been least affected
by selection and unaffected by bone marrow
damage. Thus, risk values based on cancer
mortality data limited to the lowest dose
range should be closer to an unbiased value
than would be a radiogenic risk estimate
derived from medium to high dose data. To
test this prediction, the authors analyzed the
A-bomb survivor cancer mortality data
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(1950-1985) that were restricted to persons
who had been exposed to less than 100 cGy
(Table 1), which includes about 80% of the A-
bomb survivor cohort [10,11]. In Figure 1,
point values of the 1950-1985 mortality data
(including their standard deviations) are rep-
resented for all cancers except leukemia for
four low- and medium dose subcohorts, char-
acterized by mean dose values below 100 cGy,
using the redefined sub cohorts from both
cities according to the new dosimetry (DS86)
[12]: point A (0-5 cGy), mean colon dose 0.7
cGy, point B (6-19 cGy), mean dose 10.9 cGy,
point C (20-49 cGy), mean dose 31.3 cGy, and
point D (50-99 cGy), mean dose 68.8 cGy.

Rather than RERF's "zero" dose group,
we chose the "0-5 cGy" combined subcohort
as reference group, because the nominally
"unexposed" subcohort includes survivors
practically unexposed to the radiation flash
from the explosions as well as an unknown
fraction of people who had been exposed to
fallout radiation at relatively large distances
from the epicenter. This additional dose --
several cGy on the average -- has not been
accounted for in DS86 individual dose
assignments and it introduces a bias into the

dose-effect relationship.
Weighted linear regression analysis

(represented in Fig. 1, by the slope of the best-
fit line segments) [10,11] yields a risk (1950-
1985) of about 9 excess cancers per 10--4 p-
cGy (Table 1) for the mean-dose range 0.7-
10.9 cGy (Figure 1, A-B) versus a risk of less
than 3 excess cancers per 10--4 p-cGy for the
mean-dose range 10.9 - 68.8 cGy (Figure 1, B-
C-D), from which lifetime risks for these dose
ranges of about 33 and 9 fatal cancers per 10-
-4 p-cGy, respectively, could be extrapolated
[10,11]  (Table 2).  Note that the authors'
analysis of the 1950-1985 A-bomb survivor
mortality data suggests an incremental radi-
ogenic cancer risk that is about three times
greater below about 11 cGy mean dose (slope
A-B) than for the mean dose range 11-69 cGy
(slope B-C-D). For the medium-dose range
11-69 cGy (B-C-D), the authors' risk value of
about 9 falls between the values of about 7
(Figure 1, BEIR V line) quoted in [13] and
about 12 fatal cancers per 10--4 p-cGy (Figure
1, RERF line) by RERF scientists [12].

The authors' finding of about a three
times higher risk for cancers, except
leukemia, below about 11 cGy compared to
that for exposures between 11 and 69 cGy
mean colon dose, is exactly the opposite
trend of a postulated reduced biological
effectiveness at low doses by some official
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commissions (see Table 2) [1]. An apparent
deviation from linearity of cancer mortality
with dose in the dose range below about 11
cGy (Figure 1) is consistent with another
independent analysis of the low-dose sur-
vivor mortality data [14]. It may reveal the
effects on cancer mortality of an increasing
selection bias with increasing dose [5], illus-
trating how official risk analyses, weighted
toward medium to high doses [2,12,13], may
possibly have underestimated low-dose radi-
ogenic risk. Table 2 lists selected estimates of
radiogenic cancer risks at low doses, both
from acute exposures and from exposures
accumulated over years (low rate) for differ-
ent study populations. For comparison, some
representative risk values from the estimates
by official international commissions are also

included. Inconsistencies and uncertainties in
official risk analyses have been discussed in
detail elsewhere [1]. 

Are Radiogenic Health Risks from
Different Kinds of Radiation
Exposures Comparable?

In addition to the apparently unusual
age and health profile of the A-bomb sur-
vivor cohort (see above) [5,9], the majority of
this population was exposed to high energy
gamma rays (several MeV) from the explo-
sion. The Japanese survivors are, therefore,
representative neither of "normal" popula-
tions of "downwinders" who were exposed to
inhaled or ingested alpha- or beta-emitting
radioisotopes, nor of people exposed to med-
ical x-rays (see below). 
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Two to Three Times Higher Risk Per
Unit Dose for Medical X-Rays,
Compared to Risk Estimates from A-
Bomb Gamma Rays

The biological effects of nuclear radia-
tion in tissue depend in a complicated man-
ner on the density of ionizations and bond
breaking capacities of primary radiation and
secondary electrons along their paths. These
processes are deter mined by the nature of
the primary radiation and they become more
concentrated at lower and lower energies.
Alpha particles and neutrons produce much
more highly concentrated damage in tissue
than high energy electrons (beta particles) or
photons (gamma- or x-rays). A thorough
non-technical discussion of various biological
interactions of ionizing radiation with living
tissue (microdosimetry) can be found in
[14:chapter 19].

A 1986 report by a joint task force from
two official international radiation commis-
sions presented non-human radiobiological
evidence that at the same (relatively low)
dose, 250 kVp medical x-rays are about twice
as biologically effective as high-energy
gamma rays [15]. A more recent publication
on the biological effectiveness of A-bomb
neutrons also includes comparative informa-
tion about relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of x rays versus gamma rays. Using the
frequency of induced chromosome aberra-
tions in human blood lymphocytes in vitro as
the indicator, and comparing 250 kVp x-rays
with Co-60 gamma rays (mean energy of
about 1.5 MeV) at varying doses, the x-rays
were about 2.7 times as effective as Co 60
gammas at doses below 0.1 cGy, with the
RBE changing to 1.6 at a dose of about 1 cGy
(both at a dose rate of 100 cGy/min) [16]. A-
bomb gamma rays with considerably higher
mean energies in the 3-6 MeV range can be
expected to be less biologically effective than
the lower energy Co-60 emissions. This
means that the radiological risks per dose for
exposures to 250 kVp x-rays at low doses
(comparable to diagnostic x-rays) could, in
fact, be two to three times larger than the offi-
cial risk values as based on cancer induction
among A-bomb survivors. These more recent
research findings confirm an earlier conclu-
sion by an international committee allied
with BEIR [15] and this is reflected in the
statement in BEIR V [13] that its tabulated
risk values may have to be doubled for pop-
ulations exposed to medical x-rays. It is sur-
prising that this warning has been omitted
from summaries of known health effects
from low-dose exposures in influential med-
ical publications that were reviewing the
National Academy report [1].

Most of the non-occupational radiation

exposures of general populations in industri-
alized countries result from the applications
of medical x-rays [2,13]. Thus, a medical
exposure risk value two to three times
greater than that assumed by radiation pro-
tection commissions and used as guidelines
by radiologists, calls for revisions in standard
patient risk versus benefit analyses for radio-
logical procedures.

Other Neglected Sources of
Radiogenic Risk Relevant in Nuclear
Medicine, and Exposures to
Radioactive Fallout

Emissions of extremely low-energy elec-
trons in many processes accompanying
radioactive decay have long been known to
nuclear physicists. Yet the relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) of extremely low-energy
electrons ("Auger electrons"), emitted in the
decay of many radionuclides, has only
recently been considered in the radiation pro-
tection literature. Some Auger electron emit-
ters, important in nuclear medicine and in
biomedical research, are listed in Table 3. In
contrast to high-energy beta particles, biolog-
ical effects of Auger electrons are comparable
to those of alpha particles.

The great majority of these electrons have
energies of less than 1 keV and often are emit-
ted in showers of up to 20 electrons per decay.
Thus, they deposit their radiation energy with
very high concentration within a radius of 1-
25 nanometers (nm) (for comparison of scale, a
typical cell nucleus containing the human
genetic information has a diameter of about 7
micrometer = 7,000 nm). The RBE for Auger
emitters depends critically on the location of
the radioisotope in human cells. For emitters
such as 1-125, located inside a cell but outside
the DNA, RBE values up to 8 have been estab-
lished, while for those incorporated into DNA,
RBE values 20-40 have been found, based on
cell transformation [17].

With this information in mind, it is
important to remember that tissue exposures
to alpha particles, as well as to very low ener-
gy electrons, both with high RBE values,
result from the decay of internally lodged
radioisotopes (e.g., by tritium H-3) among
populations in areas contaminated by
radioactive fallout. Neither the recommenda-
tions by the ICRP [2], by the IAEA [18] nor by
any other radiation effects commission pro-
vide any guidance for calculating the equiva-
lent dose for these biologically highly effec-
tive radionuclides. This fact undermines in a
rather crucial way the validity and signifi-
cance of various costly government-spon-
sored dose reconstruction efforts for popula-
tions, civilian and military, that suffered like-
ly internal radioactive exposures. In several
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cases, these probably underestimated inter-
nal doses have been used as "scientific evi-
dence" to refute claims by citizens that a wide
spectrum of symptoms of ill health might
have been associated with radioactive conta-
mination of their air, food, and water [19]. 

Occupational Exposures of Nuclear
and Other Workers

Although not directly representative of
nor mal populations, long term followup stud-
ies of fully documented nuclear workers are
most germane to studying the health conse-
quences of low-dose exposures, spread over
long periods of time. Practically all health
studies of nuclear worker populations in the
industrialized world have been funded and
overseen directly or indirectly by the same
agencies that have promoted military and
civilian nuclear technologies. Historically,
production interests in nuclear installations
have competed directly with concerns for the
protection of worker or public health. 

Inconclusive Government-Sponsored
Studies

The impact of this situation on the qual-
ity of radiation epidemiological research has
been amply demonstrated by a critical review
of 124 U.S. and British government studies
undertaken by a task force of twelve inde-
pendent physicians and epidemiologists
assembled and sponsored by Physicians for
Social Responsibility. Their eye-opening 1992
report [20] concludes that:

1. The DOE's (and its predecessor
agencies') epidemiology program is
seriously flawed. . ."

2. "There appear to be major inaccu-
racies, and serious questions as to con-
sistency and reliability in the measure-
ments of the radiation exposures. . ."

3. "The nearly exclusive focus on
mortality studies...eliminates from
consideration virtually all cancers
which may be related to radiation
exposure but which will not or have
not yet caused death, and thus severe-
ly limits our knowledge of the health
consequences of low level ionizing
radiation exposure...." 

4. "...the problems and flaws evi-
dent in many investigations are pre-
cisely those which tend to produce
false negative results."

Hence, it is no surprise that a large num-
ber of the nuclear worker mortality studies
have found no statistically significant associ-
ation between low-dose radiation exposures
and cancer induction.

Inadequate control for external and
internal selection effects [20], or for variation
in susceptibility with age at exposure (equiv-
alent to averaging), will also lead to an
underestimate of radiogenic risk. When
Stewart et al [21] included a finer stratifica-
tion for age at exposure in their analysis, they
found a statistically significant occupational
cancer risk, an order of magnitude larger
than that predicted from accepted extrapola-
tions of the A-bomb survivor data (Table 2),
while Gilbert et al, with another choice for
stratification, failed to find a significant dose-
related cancer risk [22].

In evaluating the significance of a partic-
ular health study, these uncertainties and
ambiguities in epidemiological methods
must be considered (Table 4). For example,  a
recently published international study using
large-scale pooling of cancer mortalities from
UK, U.S., and Canadian nuclear installations
[23], based on a methodology similar to that
used before by Gilbert et al [3,22], finds a neg-
ative association of dose with cancer mortali-
ty (except for leukemia).   Where they are pre-
sented as "the most precise direct radiogenic
risk estimates" on the formal basis of its "sta-
tistical power," the critical reader will realize
that these data have been pooled from wide-
ly diverse work environments using non-uni-
form techniques and methods for dose moni-
toring and recording. Combined with incom-
plete control for heterogeneous confounding
variables across different worker popula-
tions, or the effect of age on susceptibility, the
consequence of averaging over ranges of var-
ious contributing factors is to reduce signifi-
cantly the sensitivity for detecting low-dose
health effects [20]. The Cardis et al study is a
prime example, illustrating that statistically
defined "high power" per se does not protect
an epidemiological study from an inconclu-
sive or flawed result. 

Worker Studies Showing Low-Dose
Radiation Risks

In contrast, two major U.S. studies did
establish statistically significant excess cancer
mortalities at mean exposures far below
allowable yearly exposures, both among
Hanford (1944-1986) [8] and Oak Ridge
workers (1943-1984) [24,25,26]. Comparable
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results were found in a British study [27]. The
risk values obtained from these worker stud-
ies are more than an order of magnitude larg-
er than official values (see Table 2), flatly con-
tradicting the claims of international radia-
tion commissions that radiogenic risks per
unit dose are lower for low-dose exposures
spread over long periods of time (low dose
rate) than equivalent acute exposures (the
DREF hypothesis [1], Table 2). No wonder
the above findings were met by rejection and
heated debates1 [25,26,28,29].

Meanwhile, the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) in a new promotional publica-
tion seems to have taken account of the above
findings in its summary statement on radia-
tion and human health. The DOE states: "In
general, the risks of adverse health effects are
higher when exposure is spread over a long
period than when the same dose is received
at one time." [30]

Do mutually inconsistent epidemio-
logical study results neutralize each
other?

There is no defensible justification, how-
ever, for ignoring apparently "aberrant" find-
ings unless they can be refuted on the basis of
specific substantial errors in the analysis.
Mutually inconsistent epidemiological out-
comes can often be explained by the investiga-
tors' choices of different criteria for data selec-
tion, or by using diver gent methods of statisti-
cal controls for confounding variables. Specific
methodological decisions are likely to deter-
mine a study's statistical sensitivity as to
whether or not the existence of a dose related
excess cancer mortality at low exposures can be
established. Such choices include allowances

for individual variations in susceptibility (e.g.,
due to age at exposure) and cancer latencies,
controlling for selection effects within different
groups of the workforce and other socio-eco-
nomic confounders affecting baseline mortality
rates [20,31]. For low-dose exposures, an equal-
ly important source of systematic bias, likely to
reduce a study's sensitivity, are ambiguities in
recorded occupational doses at or just below
detection limits of radiation monitors (dosime-
ters) over decades of employment and
improvements in monitor technology [21,32]
(see Table 4).

For discussions of other relevant occu-
pational radiation studies, including those
dealing with airline flight and medical x-ray
personnel, the authors refer to their previous
review [1]. For these groups, elevated cancer
risks and chromo some aberrations have been
linked conclusively to low-dose radiation
exposures [1]. Much debate continues about
postulated genetic effects of paternal expo-
sures, initiated by the findings of leukemia
and Iymphoma clusters among young people
near the Sellafield nuclear plant in West
Cumbria, Great Britain [1].

Subsequent mutually inconsistent find-
ings from epidemiological studies around
nuclear installations, or contrasting clinical
reports among populations affected by fallout
(see below), highlight one of the most crucial
open questions regarding long term health
consequences of continuing radioactive cont-
amination of the biosphere. The authors rec-
ognize the serious problems in estimating
internal doses, yet without considering the
biologically more damaging exposures from
internally lodged radioisotopes, compared to
those from external sources, the issue cannot
be resolved. Research in this area will be deci-
sive in advancing our knowledge. 

Increased Cancer Risk after Fetal
and Childhood X-Ray Exposures

The Oxford Survey of Childhood Cancer
(OSCC), comprising all cancer and leukemia
deaths of children in Great Britain, is the
largest and most inclusive study of its kind.
For the period 1950-1979, from detailed
records on more than 22,000 childhood can-
cer deaths (and an equal number of matched
controls), this study found that about 7% of
all childhood cancer deaths and 8% of those
with onset of malignancy between the ages of
4 and 7 years were associated with prenatal
x-ray exposures of the fetus. The resulting
excess risk was estimated to be about 13 fetal
[6,7] and about 17 childhood cancer cases in
total per 10--4 person-cGy [33] (see Table 1),
with about a three times higher risk for expo-
sure during the first trimester of pregnancy
than during the last trimester [34].
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The first trimester fetal radiation risk fac-
tor has been found to be about one order of
magnitude larger than that presented by BEIR
V (Table 2) for a general population. From the
time in the mid-1950s when Alice Stewart had
shown that one pre-natal x-ray examination
roughly doubles the subsequent risk for the
child to die of cancer or leukemia before age
15, it took close to 30 years before the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration warned
against x-raying pregnant women. Since the
mainstream medical profession had enthusi-
astically embraced diagnostic and therapeutic
x-rays as a major tool of its trade, Stewart's
findings were at first angrily rejected [19], then
for decades they were discredited [35], since
they contradicted fetal risk factors derived
from the A-bomb followup study.

Even after the OSCC results had been
con firmed by other investigators [36], their
conclusions continued to find only qualified
acceptance by radiation protection commis-
sions [2]. This state of affairs has not changed
following the publication by OSCC
researchers of evidence and consistent argu-
mentation accounting for the differences
between the cancer mortality among prena-
tally exposed children in Britain and that
among A-bomb survivors [5,9,37]. 

The Contribution of Terrestrial
Background Radiation to Childhood
(or Adult) Cancers

With fetal tissue being particularly sen-
sitive to radiation during its earliest period of
development, local (or temporal) variations
in neonatal mortality may be expected to be
positively correlated with local (or temporal)
variations of external exposures (or with
deposition of internal radioactive contami-
nants, see below).

Using the very large data base of the
OSCC, a Birmingham team of scientists was
able to correlate the geographic distribution of
childhood cancers in Great Britain with accu-
rate measurements of terrestrial gamma ray
dose rates by British government agencies.
The terrestrial background doses vary by as
much as a factor of five across the British Isles.
Based on their analysis, the Birmingham sci-
entists [38] suggest that prenatal exposure to
background radiation may contribute a major
fraction of all "normal" childhood cancers.
Similarly, we can expect that a significant frac-
tion of adult cancers is radiogenic. Gofman
[14] estimates that about 25% of adult cancers
are due to background radiation.

In an area within a radius of approxi-
mately 10 miles of the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant, within which the annual back-
ground gamma ray dose rate varies by near-
ly a factor two, a recent U.S. study also found
a significant positive association between

childhood cancer incidence and dose [39]. On
the basis of official risk factors (Table 2), no
detectable trend in cancer among children of
that area should have been found. This unex-
pected finding is, however, consistent with
the high radiation sensitivity of the develop-
ing fetus in its earliest stages of life as found
by the Birmingham team [34].

The Case Against Hormesis
A number of publications have claimed

that lower cancer mortality rates in geo-
graphic locations with higher natural back-
ground exposures are proof of "beneficial"
effects from low-dose radiation (hormesis)
[40,41]. In part, at least, such optimistic inter-
pretations of vital statistics data originate
from an inappropriate laboratory science
approach to epidemiology that presupposes
the existence of independent cause-effect
relations in human health and considers most
socioeconomic factors at best as "nuisance
factors" in an "objective" scientific analysis.
When several such studies were critically re-
analyzed with a focus on neglected con-
founding factors, however, no valid support
could be found for their claim of beneficial
effects at low doses [1,13]. Nevertheless,
hormesis apparently continues to be a well-
financed topic in radiation science that
attracted about 250 experts from all over the
world to a second international conference in
Kyoto, Japan) in July 1992.

It is noteworthy, in view of the above
discussion, that a simple regression analysis
without adequate controls for confounding
factors in the above mentioned study of
British childhood cancers [38] also led to a
negative correlation with dose, falsely sug-
gesting hormetic effects of low dose radia-
tion. When several confounding factors,
identified as being strongly correlated with
childhood cancer mortality, were included in
the OSCC background analysis [38], howev-
er, the association with dose turned signifi-
cantly positive, consistent with other appro-
priately con trolled low-dose studies.
Contrary to various claims [40,41], there are
no reliable human data, nor is there any
known biophysical mechanism supporting
hormetic effects of low-dose ionizing radia-
tion [1,13,14]. 

Part 2: Symptoms of Ill Health
Among People Living in a
Radioactively Contaminated
Environment

Past and continuing radioactive releases
from nuclear weapons tests or civilian energy
production cycles -- releases that dramatical-
ly increased after the April 1986 reactor
explosion at Chernobyl [42] -- have exposed
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millions of people all over the globe to ioniz-
ing radiation over and above unavoidable
natural back ground levels [43]. Clinical
reports, unofficial health surveys by citizen
groups, independent scientists, and inves-
tigative reporters have found consistent pat-
terns of unexplained increases in various
health problems among exposed populations
and their children [19,44,45,46]. These groups
include residents of areas contaminated by
deliberate or accidental radioactive releases
or by fallout from nuclear test sites, as well as
tens of thousands of military personnel from
various nuclear nations, who had been
involved in exercises or cleanup operations
[47]. Experts in the fields of medicine, epi-
demiology, engineering, and investigative
journalism recently compiled a review of the
global environmental and health conse-
quences of nuclear weapons production [48]. 

Despite the large number of people who
were affected by fallout worldwide [43], few
comprehensive followup studies among these
groups have appeared in the medical litera-
ture. In contrast to better-documented groups
such as A-bomb survivors or nuclear workers,
most of these populations were exposed to
unknown quantities of inhaled or ingested
radioisotopes from a contaminated environ-
ment. Obvious political reasons have impeded
direct or indirect admission of possible harm
done by government-sponsored activities to
citizens or soldiers [47,49]. In addition, there
are paradigmatic and methodological barriers
against setting up "convincing" studies of
affected populations [50,51].

Conventional statistical standards for
establishing causal relations in epidemiologi-
cal studies are inapplicable when: 

1. the level and nature of radiation
exposure is not well known and

2. a variety of suspected associated
symptoms are poorly defined and do
not lend themselves to appropriate
quantification.

Consequently, physicians and radiation
experts have tended to dismiss as phobia
suggestions by affected citizens that their
exposures to radioactive fallout may have
contributed to reported clusters of illnesses
[19,43,44,45,46]. Socially responsible physi-
cians, in particular, will have to assume a
more proactive role, together with their epi-
demiologist colleagues, in extending the
research paradigm to be more sensitive to
widespread human suffering and unmet
needs [50,51]. As this paper went to press,
new information about the lasting health
effects in the aftermath of the Chernobyl
explosion were being published (see below). 

Health Effects Following Fallout from
Nuclear Testing

As early as the days of the Manhattan
Project, "health physicists" have predicted
that long term health effects from exposures
to internally deposited alpha- and beta-emit-
ting radioisotopes, inhaled or ingested from
radioactive fall out and contaminated soil,
would be more serious than those caused by
external gamma ray exposures [47] (Conant
1943, Warren 1946). Given the secrecy of such
reports, estimates of external doses and con-
comitant risk factors were used inappropri-
ately to ward off requests for compensation
to veterans. On April 12,1980, Dr. Ed Martell,
a former fallout analyst for the U.S. Air Force
and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
testified at a hearing in Washington, DC in
support of atomic veterans pressing for
meaningful followup studies of their health
and mortality patterns. Dr. Martell declared
that Pentagon officials probably knew that
the film badges handed out to some of the
"atomic soldiers" as they entered heavily con-
taminated areas near nuclear explosions
could monitor only external gamma ray
doses, while subsequent diseases would in all
likelihood be related to internal contamina-
tion from alpha and beta emitters [47].

Although the inventory of radioisotopes
in fallout from nuclear bomb tests is very dif-
ferent from that in releases at weapons pro-
duction facilities such as Hanford, or from a
nuclear reactor accident such as the one at
Chernobyl [42,43], the exposures pose a high
risk for internal contamination of affected
people. Considering the competing pressures
on scientists who have been commissioned to
study health effects among military person-
nel after participation in nuclear weapons
tests [47,48], it is not surprising to find a pat-
tern of inconsistent data in the medical-scien-
tific literature on the subject [1]. Unofficial
documentation and clinical data on excesses
of various types of cancer and leukemia
among populations exposed to fallout, from
Australian Aborigines to Arctic Eskimos
[42,52], as well as from atomic veteran groups
[47] have been corroborated by a few epi-
demiological studies [53,54,55,56] and dis-
missed by others that claimed adverse health
effects could not be detected among exposed
populations [1,57]. None of these studies took
account of internal doses and none investi-
gated whether these doses might have con-
tributed to the observed health effects. In two
surveys [53,55], however, alarming positive
associations showed up.

Populations Downwind from U.S.
Nuclear Production Sites

U.S. populations that have lived in a
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radioactively contaminated environment
("downwinders") suspect a link between
radioactive exposures and a variety of ail-
ments from which they suffer. The range of
symptoms is remark ably similar to those
found among the Rongelap people (see
below) [19,45,46,47,58]. Correctly claiming
that such links have never been documented
by "proper" epidemiological studies, physi-
cians, state health departments, and radiation
experts have always dismissed such suspi-
cions. In fact, their responses have often been
appallingly parallel to the pronouncements
about health effects around Chernobyl by
IAEA scientists (see below), suggesting that
down winders would do well to seek psychi-
atric help for dealing with their illnesses. 

The Rongelap Human Radiation
Experiment

The explosion of a 15-megaton hydro-
gen bomb at Bikini atoll ("Bravo") in 1954
turned the northern Marshall Islands into one
of the most heavily contaminated areas in the
world. The U.S. first evacuated the people of
nearby Rongelap atoll, but returned them to
their still radioactive homeland in 1957 in the
wake of worldwide protest against atmos-
pheric testing. It was known to U.S. scientists
that food contamination and risk for congen-
ital malformations was higher than accept-
able for U.S. citizens.

In 1956, a member of the Advisory
Committee for Biology and Medicine of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission noted that the
Marshallese provided a unique opportunity to
study how people absorbed radioactivity in a
contaminated environment. He added the
caveat: "While it is true that these people do not
live, I would say, the way Westerners do, civi-
lized people, it is nevertheless true that they are
more like us than mice" [43].

Later it was determined that soil on
Rongelap atoll contained more than 400
times the amount of plutonium-239 and other
transuranics com pared to the northern hemi-
sphere. High levels of plutonium in urine
samples were dismissed as indicators of seri-
ous internal contamination. An increase in
thyroid nodules and cancers in children was
noted. A congressionally mandated program
of medical care was, in fact, used to conduct
research instead. An attitude of denial of
responsibility persists [43].

Medical examination of 297 children and
147 adults from Rongelap atoll -- 34 years after
the inhabitants had been affected by the fallout
and environmental contamination caused by the
explosion -- were combined with data from ear-
lier medical testing and a radiological survey
sponsored by U.S. governmental agencies. The
health survey showed dose-related increases in

miscarriages, stillbirths, neonatal and infant
deaths, congenital defects, thyroid cancer, and
leukemia, together with a general deterioration
in health [19,58].

The Rongelap health study also found
significant changes in levels of scavenger
white cells in the blood, part of the body's
immune defense system. Monocyte depres-
sion is known to be related to internal
radioactive contamination [59,60]. 

Mostly Low Doses
Exposures of U.S. and European popula-

tions, resulting first from nuclear weapons
tests and later from the fallout originating
from the exploding reactor in Chernobyl, have
been considered negligible by radiation
experts and government agencies in terms of
any health effects. The following review of
some of the recently reported evidence calls
this optimism into question. Relatively minor
levels of radioactive contamination of the
environment, inhaled or ingested by pregnant
women, have clearly harmed their fetuses,
proving once again the high susceptibility of
this group to low-dose radiation damage [33].

Discontinuities in European and US.
Infant Mortality and Stillbirth Rates

First-day infant mortality, first-through-
sixth day infant mortality, and stillbirth sta-
tistics have been followed for England and
Wales and for the U.S. from 1935 to 1987 [61].
In England and Wales first-day infant mor-
tality fell by 3.1% a year from 1935, except
between 1951 and 1980 when it stayed practi-
cally constant until the mid 1960s, followed
by a rapid fall toward the previous historical
trend in 1980. In the U.S. an annual fall of
2.7% was interrupted for about the same time
period, resuming its pre-1950 trend in 1979-
80. The analysis suggests association of the
temporary anomaly with a discrete onset and
extinction of a cause or combined causes.
Previously, this anomaly had been linked to a
then prevailing practice of restricting the per-
centage of oxygen concentration in neonatal
care. Whyte discusses that neither the latter,
nor several alternative hypotheses, could
explain the observed trends [61]. Pointing to
consistent observations in early infant mor-
tality in southern Germany after contamina-
tion by radioactive fallout from Chernobyl
(see below), the author suggests an environ-
mental cause, coincident with the observed
changes, such as the rise in strontium 90
deposits from atmospheric testing of nuclear
weapons between 1950 and 1964 [43]. 

Down's Syndrome in Newborn
Babies Linked to Weapons Tests

A study of more than 12,000 babies, born
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from 1957 to 1991 in the Fyle district of
Lancashire, England, among whom were 167
cases of Down's syndrome, links increases in
case frequencies with low-dose exposures
due to fallout from nuclear weapons tests.
Radioactive emissions after a 1957 fire at
Windscale (Sellafield) were also associated
with an increase in cases [62].

A similar association of increased cases
of Down's syndrome with radioactive fallout
was found after the Chernobyl disaster in
Germany. 

Health Consequences Following the
April 1986 Chernobyl Explosion

The effects on millions of people living
in a radioactive environment and consuming
radioactive water and food have probably
been exacerbated in yet unknown ways by
high levels of other industrial pollutants in
much of the former Soviet Union [63].

Recently, a clinical health study was
conducted in Israel among a group of 1,560
new immigrants from the former Soviet
Union, including reactor "liquidators"
(cleanup personnel) and two groups of for-
mer residents in areas of higher and lower
cesium-137 soil contamination, validated by
measurements of Cs-137 body burden 164].
Among the highly exposed liquidators there
was considerably higher incidence of acute
radiation effects than among the residents of
the more exposed communities. There were
about 2.5 times as many cases of bronchial
asthma among children from the more
exposed areas. Respiratory, central nervous
system, and cardiovascular disorders were
significantly more prevalent in liquidators
than in the other two groups. Cardiovascular
disease among adolescents and respiratory
and central nervous system disorders among
children were significantly elevated among
those from the more exposed communities.
Asthma prevalence among children poten-
tially exposed in utero appears to be
increased eightfold. The authors suggest that
this is a manifestation of depressed immune
function, based on corroborative studies of
blood plasma from members of the affected
population [65].

Summarizing their findings, the authors
conclude that a preoccupation with carcino-
genesis as the principal consequence of
radioactive contamination has led to a dis-
torted view of health effects of low-level radi-
ation. Mutagenesis may also result in non-
neoplastic abnormalities. Among older
adults, hypertension was associated with lev-
els of soil contamination.

Based on their own and other studies
published in Russian journals, however, the
authors conclude that the occurrences of
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stress disorders in persons exposed to radia-
tion from the Chernobyl accident is not a
valid argument against the etiological role of
food contamination by cesium-137, possibly
in synergism with other pollutants.

Mostly High Doses in the Former
Soviet Union

Unofficial reports received by one of the
authors (WK) from clinicians, health officers,
and reporters in the republics most affected by
radioactive fallout from Chernobyl put the
mortality figures among the more than 600,000
liquidators at more than 20,000 deaths, includ-
ing many suicides. Given the dispersion of
these cleanup personnel throughout the former
Soviet Union, it may be impossible to substan-
tiate these numbers fully. This event may well
turn out to be the worst industrial accident in
human history [42,66].

In 1990, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) -- charged with both the pro-
motion and the regulation of nuclear technol-
ogy -- was invited by the Soviet government
to send an international team of radiation
experts to study the health of the population
in the area around the destroyed reactor. The
team's final report, relying on data furnished
by the Soviet government, confirmed an
increased rate of a variety of severe health
problems, but it dismissed any possible asso-
ciation with radiation exposures [67]. The sci-
entists failed to verify the data supplied by
the U.S.S.R.'s health agencies against medical
records at regional clinics. It also turned out
that the control population was chosen from
areas only slightly less contaminated than the
study population, resulting in predictably
small case-control differences. Moreover, the
IAEA analysis excluded the hundreds of
thousands of liquidators -- workers and sol-
diers involved in the burial of the reactor --
who had been exposed to very high doses
[42,63,68], and were then dispersed all over
the former Soviet Union. The highly publi-
cized conclusion by the IAEA team [67],
endorsed by the World Health Organization
(WHO), was that the major cause of wide-
spread illness in Ukraine and belarus was of
psychosomatic origin: excessive fear of radia-
tion ("radiophobia"). This official judgment
has been challenged and contradicted by the
affected population, by their health care
providers, and by a few courageous journal-
ists who knew about the manipulation of the
health data by U.S.S.R. agencies and their
successors [69]. Despite numerous well docu-
mented accounts by local clinicians and other
health officers [70] disputing the IAEA's
judgment (see Table 5), that judgment has not
been modified, nor have IAEA scientists pro-
vided a plausible psychosomatic explanation

for the unusually early onset and persisting
increase of a particularly invasive form of
thyroid cancer in children [70,71,72, 73,74].
Figure 2 and Table 6 present a composite of
data on childhood thyroid cancers in the
areas affected by Chernobyl fallout.

These and other clinical data by scien-
tists from Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine on
various reproductive problems among peo-
ple living in a radioactively contaminated
environment [75] are consistent with pub-
lished reports about the health consequences
of the Chernobyl disaster in other parts of the
former Soviet Union and Poland [76,77,78].
The reported symptoms suspected to be asso-
ciated with Chernobyl fallout also show
remarkable overlap with several of the symp-
toms reported among U.S. "downwinders"
and the Rongelap people [45,46,58].

Mostly Low Doses in Areas Far from
Chernobyl Neo-natal and Infant
Mortality Associated with Chernobyl
Fallout over Germany

Early infant mortality, before and after the
Chernobyl fallout of 1986 had reached
Germany, showed a significant break with the
historical trend when rates in the heavily cont-
aminated southern part were compared with
those in the northern part of the country, where
fallout was much lower [79,80,81]. These find-
ings are consistent with those by Whyte [61]
and Bound et al [62], but they are inconsistent
with the acknowledged mainstream under-
standing of radiation health effects [1]. 

Rare Infant Cancers in Germany
after Chernobyl

A recent study of childhood cancers in
Germany reported a significant increase in a
very rare tumor in nerve cells of young chil-
dren (neuroblastoma) among babies born in
1988, two years after the Chernobyl explosion
[82]. For the 1988 birth cohort, in areas with
more than 10--4 Bq/m2 of Cs-137 soil conta-
mination, the number of recorded cases until
1992 was 1.96 times the normally expected
number for Germany for the years 1980-1987
(22.5 cases per 10--6 live births). The frequen-
cy is positively correlated with the levels of
contamination (Table 7)
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Down's Syndrome in Berlin after
Chernobyl

A significant increase in Down's syn-
drome was found in children born in Berlin,
Germany, nine months after the arrival of the
Chernobyl fallout cloud. Owing to the former
"island" status of the city of West Berlin and
its excellent health services, ascertainment of
Down's syndrome was thought to be almost
complete. A cluster of 12 cases occurred in
January 1987, as compared to the two to three
expected cases. Factors such as maternal age,
which might explain the observation, could
be excluded. In six of seven cases that could
be studied cytogenetically, the extra chromo-
some was of maternal origin, confirming that
non-disjunction had occurred at about the
time of conception. On the basis of the
assumptions that maternal meiosis is an
error-prone process, susceptible to exoge-
nous factors at the time of conception, and
that due to the high prevalence of iodine defi-
ciency in Berlin a large amount of radioactive
iodine-131 would have been assimilated over
a short period of time, Sperling et al [83,84,85]
concluded that the increased prevalence of
Down's syndrome was causally related to the
fallout from Chernobyl and they effectively
refuted the criticism by Boice et al [86].

While temporal correlations with different
endpoints taken each by itself can at best gen-
erate a hypothesis about causal association, the
probability for such an association increases
greatly when several independent studies all
show consistent detrimental effect on new-

borns with the onset of documented environ-
mental deposition of radioactive fallout
[61,62,79,80, 81,87]. The most important miss-
ing piece is ongoing biomedical research focus-
ing on the link of low-dose ionizing radiation
from internal sources to various illnesses,
including component of the immune system. 

The Need for a Synthetic
Epidemiology

For reasons touched upon earlier, con-
vention al analytic methods of epidemiology
are ill suit ed to study general populations
affected by environmental toxins.
Historically, studies in social medicine (the
original British name for epidemiology) had
been prompted by concern for public health,
as well as for social justice. The goal was to
mitigate suffering among diseased people by
a pragmatic rather than a formal statistical
approach to identifying and eliminating like-
ly causes. The emphasis of most current ana-
lytical epidemiological studies of the effect of
environmental contamination is to establish
probabilities for "significant" causal relations
by formal statistical criteria [50], influenced
by threats of litigation. Growing environ-
mental awareness has led concerned citizens
to an alternative approach to health studies
by combining quantitative analysis of clinical
data with relevant information about the col-
lective health and life experience of affected
populations [50,51]. Synthetic ("popular")
epidemiology [51] is rooted in a cooperative
effort by mostly self-educated citizens,
together with physicians and scientists. In
this approach the purpose is to collect infor-
mation and to discover patterns and distribu-
tions of symptoms, suggesting probable links
with contaminating agents. Assisted by the
creation of citizens advisory boards to public
health agencies, such cooperative efforts
have been successful in coaxing these agen-
cies into initiating the cleanup of badly cont-
aminated communities [51].

Given the wide spectrum of epidemio-
logical methods, few epidemiologic studies
can be completely distinguished as either
analytic or synthetic. As shown in Table 8,
the two columns do not demonstrate
absolute antitheses, but shifts in emphasis.

In a recent recommendation prepared
for the World Health Organization by an
eminent epidemiologist, the heated debates
among radiation experts about plausible cau-
sation of observed leukemia clusters near
nuclear installations in Great Britain [1] have
been reviewed as case studies to examine dif-
ferences between a medically oriented versus
a formal statistical approach to epidemiolo-
gy. The author presents arguments in sup-
port of his position that the level of proof
required to justify action for protection of
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public health should be different from that
required to constitute causation as a scientif-
ic principle [87]. When the health of people is
at risk, patterns of consistency in findings
should trigger actions toward mitigation and
prevention, even if formal statistical criteria
are not met.

Conclusion
The evidence presented to show harm-

ful effects of ionizing radiation in excess of
the prevailing notions and official radiation
protection guidelines, has been derived from
statistically unambiguous epidemiological
studies, as well as from a selection of data
with greater uncertain ties. When taken indi-
vidually the latter carry limited weight, but
when recognized as part of a consistent pat-
tern of findings they cannot and should not
be ignored [87,88].

The impact of an increasingly more
radioactive environment on the quality of
human life can be gauged by estimates that
the worldwide number of victims of planned
and accidental radioactive releases by mili-
tary and civilian nuclear production in peace-
time exceeds that from the explosion of the
two nuclear bombs at the end of WW II
[43,48]. There are large gaps in biomedical
knowledge, in particular with regard to non-
neoplastic illnesses and genetic effects as a
consequence of internal radioactive contami-
nation. The authors hope that this contribu-
tion will stimulate socially responsible practi-
tioners and researchers to approach these
questions with an open mind, to seek more
information, to exchange findings, and to
respond to patients' needs.  
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